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Directions: There are 20 blanks in the following passage. For each

blank there are four choices marked A), B), C) and D) on the right

side of the paper. You should choose the ONE that best fits into the

passage. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet

with a single line through the centre. An elderly woman died

yesterday after being knocked down by a motorist. The driver had

__71__ no attempt to brake (刹车). When a policeman asked him, a

man of __69__, to read the number plate of a car parked on the

__72__ side of the road, the man said this was __73__, because it was

foggy. In fact, it was a sunny day, __74__ several attempts, get from

__75__ distance of two metres, the man __76__ failed to read the

number plate __77__. He said he had never needed glasses, though

he had been __78__ in a similar accident the day before. The

question __79__ fitness to drive comes up every time some, medical

condition __80__ to an accident like this. Last week traffic accidents

__81__ the death of two motorists, one of __82__ died as a result of

blackouts (眩晕) while driving. The __83__, a man whose car hit a

tree, had __84__ from blackouts for years. The second died __85__

his sports car crashed at 60 m.p.h. He had a brain disease which

causes him to __86__ consciousness when he had a headache. With

such cased __87__ mind, it is not surprising that __88__ prevention

organizations are trying to __89__ the government to introduce



stricter __90__ over drivers. 71. A) done B) made C) given来源：

考试大 D) had（B） 72. A) contrary B) further C) across D)

opposite（D） 73. A) uncertain B) unreal C) unfair D) untrue（C

） 74. A) After B) For C) With D) At（A） 75. A) any B) some C)

a D) such（C） 76. A) too B) even C) yet D) still（D） 77. A)

correctly B) definitely C) perfectly D) exactly（A） 78. A) linked B)

associated C) involved D) combined（C） 79. A) to B) of C) in D)

with（B） 80. A) directs B) guides C) conducts D) reads（D） 81.

A) created B) resulted C) caused D) formed（C） 82. A) whom B)

these C) which D) those（A） 83. A) former B) one C) other D)

first（D） 84. A) troubled B) suffered C) undergone D) tolerated

（B） 85. A) when B) till C) where D) although（A） 86. A) loose

B) lost C) lose来源：考试大的美女编辑们 D) lock（C） 87. A)

on B) in C) at D) within（B） 88. A) accident B) accident’s C)

accidents D) accidental（A） 89. A) enable B) affect C) drive D)

persuade（D） 90. A) arrangements B) controls C) measures D)

warnings（B） 相关推荐：关于如何快速提高英语六级阅读水
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